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Why The "S" Curve In Propellers? By Bob Whittier



Steve Wittman and "Buttercup". Note "scimitar" prop. aving hand-started countless engines ranging from H OX-5's and Whirlwinds to everything used up to the advent of the push-button age, it has been my pleasure to have met and known many interesting propellers. Big ones, little ones, thin ones, fat ones, straight ones and crooked ones. I was always particularly fascinated by the latter. You know, those which have a flattened "S" shape



to their blades. Why such a shape? They say there is a good reason for every detail of an airplane. Everything is designed to fill some need or serve some useful purpose. Logic told me that there must be some reason why constructors went to the trouble of carving those extra-tricky curves into their propellers. My search for the answer began twenty years ago and led me over a wild and woolly course. I took a lot of kidding from some people, and others even got mad at me for being so concerned over such a trivial point. There was the time I was snooping in an aviation school in ... let's see, I guess it was 1942. They had a propeller rack with assorted wood and metal sticks on display. One of them, by chance from a Curtiss-Wright Junior, stood out from its straight brothers by reason of having a fine "S" shape. I asked the instructor "Why?" He replied matterof-factly, "Because it is a pusher propeller!" I then wanted to know why a pusher propeller should have such a shape? The man hasn't been too friendly in the last 18 years. Another time I chanced to be talking with a member of the Early Birds. Did he know? He certainly did. They used that shape so grass and weeds would slide off the leading edges when flying out of hayfields. Then one day somebody realized most airports were no longer hayfields, so they went over to straight blades. Why, I wanted to know, should the Junior's well-protected pusher propeller have to be given a grass shedding shape? Long, cold silence. I mentioned the point in my article "What Reference Matter?" in this magazine a couple of years ago. Again I drew half a dozen explanations, none of which held water. One chap was actually quite angry at me for worrying about such an unimportant detail, and told me where to get off. Specifically, he suggested I ask a qualified propeller man. That's just the trouble. I had asked half a dozen propeller men, and none had the faintest idea. The textbooks were all silent on the point, too, darn it! Another fellow told me to forget all about it, it was just a fit of artistic fun on the part of the old time designers. After all, he pointed out, if airplanes had been s MAY i»*o



invented in Malaya where they have some real hot wood carvers, we might have seen some truly fantastic shapes in propeller blades. Be that as it may, the fact remained that that "S" shape was practically standard for many years and this suggested the old time designers had some tangible reason for using it. They may have had a lot of weird ideas, but some of them were very good engineers and worked wonders with the knowledge and materials available in their time. I had a strong inclination to concur in Marion McClure's remark that "A lot of valuable aviation information has already been forgotten". Anyway, I kept at it. And then just a few months ago the answer came flying out of some old NACA (now NASA) reports dating from the early 1920's. One is TN 127, "The Air Propeller, Its Strength and Correct Shape" by Detsius and the other is TN 212, "Simplified Propeller Design for Low-Powered Airplanes" by Weick. In the old days propellers were of rather large diameter and had wide blades for any given horsepower, because the engines revolved at relatively low speed. For example, an OX-5 straining hard could turn an eightfoot propeller at a little over 1400 rpm. The average Briggs & Stratton or Clinton utility engine of today has its timing set to idle at 1200 rpm, by way of contrast. Modern light flat-four engines turn up 2300 to 2700 rpm and swing propellers averaging about six feet in diameter, even for 90 and more hp. Well, it seems that because of the large diameter and wide blades, a lot of wood got itself whirled around in a manner such as to develop very healthy aerodynamic and centrifugal twisting forces. It became highly desirable to determine these stresses and to work out a balance between thrust, torque and centrifugal forces so that the blades could be shaved down as thin as possible while retaining adequate strength. It was fairly common for thin, wide blades to develop whip and flutter akin to the wing flutter which is of such concern in modern highspeed craft. An eight-foot, wide blade propeller has a lot of wood in it, which adds to overall airplane weight and can build up gobs of centrifugal force. The weight problem was so serious in big wooden propellers that they went to the extent of making 16-foot dirigible propellers of balsa wood, with birch veneer sheathing: We all know how center of pressure travels in a wing's airfoil. A propeller is but a rotating wing. On a fixed-pitch prop, c.p. travels on its airfoil as airplane forward speed and engine rpm vary. This inevitably puts a twisting force on the blades, which acts at changeable locations. The twist can be really appreciable! For example, in one series of tests they imbedded copper wires



on the leading and trailing edges of a wooden propeller's



blades. When this prop was whirling on a test stand they



held electrodes closer and closer to its disk until sparks started jumping from the copper wires. In this manner



it was possible to accurately plot the bending and twisting of the blade under actual running conditions. They put



the propeller under static test to see how much force was needed to bend it to the deflections measured in



this test. It was found that a weight of 110 to 130 Ibs.



would be able to break the blades. Since this two-bladed propeller had developed a static thrust of 440 Ibs., each blade must have had a 220 Ib. pull on it. Why didn't the



stick shatter? Because centrifugal force was great enough to hold the blades out and resist this tendency of thrust to break them! If you lay a wing rib on a straightedge, you can readily find its balancing point or center of gravity. Similarly, if you saw a narrow segment out of a propeller



blade along the chord, you can locate its center of gravity. Common sense says that if we determine the



centers of gravity of several sections of a prop blade and arrange the blades contour so that all the centers of gravity fall on one uniform line, eccentric bending forces due to centrifugal force will be avoided. This may be an oversimplification, but if equal weights are suspended from the ends of a rope and the rope is whirled from a central hub, the ropes will not stretch straight out from hub to weight but will assume a slight



"S" shape due to air drag acting against torque. It would



be possible for a good mathematician to figure and plot all the forces acting to produce this curvature. In approximately the same way, they worked out a "center of gravity curve" for propeller blades (see drawing). Putting the centers of gravity of all the blade sections on this curve is what resulted in blades having an "S" shape. CENTER OF GRAVITY CUtVE



To some extent the shape of propeller blades must be chosen to suit the demands of carving and shaping operations. This gives an idea of how mass-produced propellers are turned out. The special machine here takes a master pattern at its upper right side, which revolves so that a follower wheel traces its contour. The propeller blank, at left, is held in the machine and rotated in) such a way that high-speed rotating blades chisel away its surplus stock to leave a blank which, although rough, has the correct pitch and airfoil shape. It is then a comparatively easy — though careful — operation for a workman to smooth up the blades and ready them for finishing operations. Obviously a propeller with pronounced "S" shape would give a blank rather awkward to handle in a machine like this. These pictures were taken in the Sensenich plant.



So there we are, a common-sense, respectable answer to the whole question. We feel a bit inclined to be smug



about the omniscience of moderns and have more respect for the old-timers. This shape just chanced to be the right one to get all the forces in a propeller to work in harmony.



Why don't modern wooden props have the same



shape? Well, from the old NACA reports it appears that



the "center of gravity curve" must be plotted on the basis of some rpm figure; centrifugal force varies with rpm. Also, the thrust force on propeller blades is greatest when the propeller is not moving forward but remains



stationary, as on a test bed or parked airplane. As airplane speed increases, thrust forces fall off. Thus, any



plotted eg curve will only suit one particular rpm figure.



The old rotary engines had no throttles and just ran wide



open all the time, and dirigible engines ran at a steady rate for many hours on end. Thus, it made sense to lay out a eg curve for that rpm and build to it. For variablespeed engines, the only thing to do was choose one cruising rpm and figure the appropriate eg curve. Any change in rpm would of course throw the curve off. A curve plotted to give minimum bending at the beginning of a



takeoff (full throttle, peak thrust) would give a strong bending force in the blades at cruising (part throttle, low thrust). As engine rpm's went up and propeller diameters



and chords went down, hard woods like birch could be used for stiffness without weight penalty. Glues improved. Automatic lathes came into use for shaping pro-



peller blanks. In the end, a straight line for the eg seemed to be acceptable. So how does all this affect us in 1960? In many ways!



Drawing by Don Cookmcn
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EAA 'ROUND the USA . . . From-page 4 about EAA. Truly, the "word" on EAA could scarcely be carried in a more effective manner. Credit for the success of this flight must be shared by many. Besides the mangnificent contributions being made by Paul Poberezny, who unconditionally loaned his aircraft for the flight, and Andy Ljundberg, who offered to take the time to make the flight, mention must also be made of those who helped in preparing the plane for the flight — Norman Poberezny, Cliff DuCharme, Bud Harwood, George Rattray, to name a few. The many chapter members and officers who arranged housing, fuel and publicity along the route are also responsible for a significant contribution to the flight's success. In short, this has again been a fine example of EAA teamwork.



One of the most important functions in making this trip run smoothly has been contributed by a number of amateur radio operators who have established a national network to communicate with Andy along his route. Key figures in this network are Jim Tracey of Rockford, 111. (W9RYQ), Harold Anderson of the West Allis Radio Amateurs Club, Milwaukee (W9MER) and Bill Thompson, also of Milwaukee (W2MTA) who can be contacted at 1900 CDT on 7070 or 14070 kc. The cooperation of these men has made possible a continuing line of communications as the trip progresses. As we go to press, Andy is flying across New York State on his way to the east coast. In spite of the delay at the start, he is now on schedule



and, barring unusual weather conditions and unforeseen complications, he hopes to remain on time. His



SOARING ENTHUSIASTS NOTE In our April issue of SPORT AVIATION on page 21, we told you about the excellent pamphlets available from the Soaring Society of America. We have been informed that the pamphlet "Soaring In America" is available at 25 cents and the "American Soaring Handbook, Chapter #4, Airplane Tow, is available for 75 cents. When ordering write, The Soaring Society of America, Inc., Box 66071. Los Angeles 66, California.
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DEDUCT 5% QUANTITY DISCOUNT Prices are subject to change without notice and above items are offered subject to prior sale.



trip is scheduled to end at Urbana, 111. at the Illini Airport on May 29 in conjunction with the EAA Midwest Fly-In sponsored by midwestern Chapters 15, 29 and 75. The absolute end, of course, will be when he returns to his starting point, Rockford, 111., and from there back to Hales Corners. We will bring a further report on the flight in the June issue.
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Hales Corners, Wisconsin



WHY THE "S" CURVE . . . From page 9



were very much aware of the fact that a variable-pitch propeller could be made by arranging centrifugal and thrust forces to twist a thin, curved blade. They made little practical use of it because the stiffness of wood specimens shows inevitable variation and it was hard to get uniform change of pitch in both blades. We observe with interest that clever Steve uses many thin laminations in his wooden scimitars, obviously with this in mind. And of course aluminum may be regarded as being substantially uniform in stiffness as between two blades. TN 212 tells how to lay out small propellers and gives the hub and shank proportions suitable for soft, medium and hard woods. A modern experimenter who would like to make a large-diameter, slow-turning propeller of spruce for an STOL aircraft might find in the "center of gravity curve" principle the answer to making his propeller of a shape giving optimum strength and lightness. Anyone wishing to try several simple handcarved propellers on a plane to find the best diameter/ pitch could very well simplify his work by using easy-tocarve spruce, relying on the shape shown in TN 212 and



TN 127 to retain its strength and stiffness. And obviously, even if we use nothing but a straight line for a center of gravity curve, it still makes sense to find the cg's of several sections of a blade and locate them all on the line to minimize internal strains. If we drew a propeller blade outline to suit our fancy and fitted the several blade sections within this contour, their centers of gravity might lie on a zig-zag line and you can imagine the internal strains! Now I'm satisfied. I know the reason for "S" shaped blades, I have found a long-forgotten principle and brought it back to light, I have ever greater respect for the oldsters who laid the foundations of aeronautical science, and I have learned the value of being observant and persistent in the face of ridicule and apathy. If you, good reader, have some pet idea or a long-unanswered question . keep plugging! You'll hit pay dirt eventually.
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